Applying systems-level approaches to elucidate regulatory function during mammalian hibernation Ã Comment on: Pan P, Treat MD, van Breukelen F. A systems level approach to understanding transcriptional regulation by p53 during mammalian hibernation. J Exp Biol 2014; 217:2489-98; PMID: 25031456; http://dx.doi.org/10.1242/jeb.103614 When is a transcription factor not a transcription factor? The non-steady state of mammalian hibernation means that assumptions based on steady-state regulation may be erroneous. I will discuss how applying systems level approaches helped define p53s role in hibernation and its implications on elucidating the cellular processes of hibernation.
of getting processes right in the first place i.e. an efficient assembly line, the beauty of cellular function is in the numerous processes that help rectify problems. For instance, protein folding in the endoplasmic recticulum oftentimes leads to misfolded proteins e.g. »90% of the acetylcholine receptor proteins are misfolded following their production. Processes like chaperoning, endoplasmic recticulum associated degradation, and the unfolded protein response work in a tiered fashion and help ensure against an accumulation of misfolded proteins. In this context, would it be reasonable to suggest that hibernation with its variable T b s could offer precise regulation of the numerous cellular processes that are not precisely regulated in the first place? p53 metabolism joins a list of regulatory pathways wherein homeostasis was effectively placed on hold suggesting hibernation is not a steady state condition. 3 Many processes that are normally coordinated are decoupled e.g., the ubiquitylation of proteins is not very temperature sensitive whereas protein degradation is; the result is an accumulation of ubiquitylated proteins during hibernation. 4 Indeed, we speculate the energetic costs of reconciling such mismatches lead to the significant mortality associated with hibernation (as many as 20-50% of adult squirrels die each winter).
In some instances, there appears to be evolution toward more precise regulation e.g. ubiquitylation in squirrels is more thermally sensitive than rats. Perhaps the reason that there was not tremendous selective pressure to ensure more precise matching in all cellular processes is that the most effective way to slow down a machine is to break a machine. Hibernation, then, might represent a condition wherein processes are allowed to 'break.' The result is marked energetic savings. Such an idea also predicts the key processes that foster survival of hibernation are in the arousal process. Mechanisms need to repair the numerous systems that were adversely affected by torpor. In support of this concept, we found ground squirrels preferentially load ribosomes with internal ribosome entry site (IRES)-bearing mRNAs for the arousal process. 5 In other systems, transcripts bearing IRESes are known to preferentially encode for stress proteins including many of the proteins that are increased during hibernation. In other words, it appears that the implausibility of precise regulation during hibernation gave rise to a form of effective regulation that may not be very efficient. Identification of Figure 1 . Cartoon depicting the role of p53 in regulating transcription during hibernation. Factors associated with p53 activation in other systems are consistent with an activation of p53 during winter. Immunohistochemistry and western blotting revealed p53 is increased in the nuclei of squirrel hepatocytes sampled in both the active and torpid states of winter. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays demonstrated increased binding of p53 to target gene DNA during winter and nuclear run-on assays suggested moderate recruitment of RNA polymerase II. An earlier finding suggested that the cold temperatures typical of torpor depressed transcriptional elongation. Consistent with this finding, the seeming activation of p53 did not result in predicted changes in mRNA abundance for up or down regulated target genes. more processes that help to reverse the effects of homeostatic mismatches may be critical to our understanding the processes of torpor.
Our original p53 paper demonstrates how assuming links between processes based on what occurs under steady-state conditions, may mislead investigators. While a systems-level approach is arguably burdensome, exploiting that approach toward understanding if those same links are maintained in the context of the non-steady state of hibernation might help separate the fundamentally key processes that allow and foster torpor use from events that are simply correlative.
